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Web-based management solutions for fieldbus systems have become state of the art.
A framework based on descriptions in XML (eXtensible Markup Language) allows an
easy mapping of a device's management functionality to web pages used as management front-ends. In most cases, the XML representation can be used directly in the
browser. Another way is an off-line generation of HTML-pages by means of scripts
and style sheets.
The management framework supports several design scenarios. It is possible to generate XML descriptions from a functional decomposition of a device, or on top of application profiles and device descriptions. Using an extensively linked set of XML
files, hierarchical descriptions describe the spectrum from single device up to complete systems.
Examples of a practical realization prove the feasibility of the concepts. Interfaces to
the common software design process are pointed out. Problems and benefits are discussed, and further trends are highlighted.

1.

Introduction

During the last years, web-based management solutions for fieldbus systems have
been introduced. They allow to combine
management tasks from different stages
of the systems' life cycles within an unique
environment, a framework [1], [2]. The
framework uses web-browsers as wellknown, widely accepted user-interfaces.
The web-browsers act as containers
hosting specialized software components,
which
implement
the
management
functionality dedicated to a specific fieldbus component. The principle structure of
such a web-based framework is shown in
Fig. 1 [1].
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Fig. 1. Web-based management
framework

In order to implement this kind of
framework, different problems have to be
solved. The first one is the design of a
data exchange method between the
fieldbus interface and the web-server as
an integrating instance. Since PC-based
technology has been widely adopted,
concepts like OPC (OLE for Process
Control) [3], based on the Component
Object Model (COM) [4], can be used.
Other concepts are based on Java technology.
Another implementation problem is the
design of the front-end for the management functions. In web-based management systems, hypertext documents are
used. They can host heterogeneous information, like graphics, forms, documentation, database front-ends, multimedia
files, and so on. This allows web-based
solutions to be used for presenting
heterogeneous management information.
In addition, there is an increasing number
of management software for web-sites
available, that also can be used in this
framework.
Finally, the management software components themselves have to be developed
and implemented. While the implementation of the components into websites can
easily be done by systems' integrators or

users, the development of management
components is usually performed by the
vendor.
Since all these tasks require an excessive
exchange of data between each other,
software interfaces and file structures
have been defined. These interfaces are
mostly bus-system or vendor specific.
Especially in heterogeneous system designs, the lack of an unique data exchange interface forces a problem for the
seamless integration of tools from different vendors and different systems into a
generic management framework.
2.

XML as a general-purpose
description language

A suitable solution for the problem described above would be the introduction of
a general-purpose description. The description should have easy to access
interfaces for electronic data exchange
between different environments. Since this
is not a new requirement in general,
possible solutions already exist. They are
frequently used in the description of heterogeneous documents, that can be found
everywhere on the Internet. HTML has
become a well-known and widely accepted
method for description of heterogeneous,
distributed and linked documents. However, HTML has some limitations and is
not fully suitable for general-purpose
descriptions.
The eXtensible Markup Language XML [5]
expands the description language HTML
with user-defined tags, data types and
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structures. Furthermore, it addresses one
of the limitations in HTML – it introduces a
clear separation between the data descriptions, the data themselves, and their
representation in a browser (Fig. 2). In
addition, declaring syntactical and semantical information in a separate file (Document Type Definition, DTD), allows reusing the description structure in different
contexts. This provides a number of benefits when using the same XML description
file for different tasks. Different views can
be implemented on top of the same data.
The description can be hierarchically organized. Depending on the functions to
perform, the XML data can be filtered and
associated to software components (controls, Java beans, etc.). The selection of
the necessary information and the definition of their presentation details can be
performed by means of style sheets [6].
The style sheets are part of the development of XML. In most cases, they are implemented using the extensible Style Language (XSL). By using different style
sheets, context sensitive access to the
XML data can be implemented. Another
method for accessing XML files uses an
object-oriented view of the XML tree. The
Document Object Model (DOM) [7] provides platform-independent access to objects, that host dedicated parts of the XML
tree. These objects implement methods
and attributes for use in high-level programming languages, as well as in scripts
(Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Structure of an XML file (left) and XML environment with DTD and style sheet (right)
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Fig. 3. An XML file and its tree representation in the Document Object Model (DOM)
3.

XML-description of fieldbus
components and systems

Different scenarios have to be considered
in fieldbus management. They are characterized by a different focus and viewpoint,
different environment, different stages of
the systems' life cycles and so on. Typical
scenarios are a topological view focusing
on a system's and devices' topologies, or
a functional view focusing on the automation and control application of the
complete system. These different scenarios lead to different parameters that have
to be managed, depending on the scenario. In other words, these parameters and
the associated management functions are
context-depending. It is very important,
that the descriptions of fieldbus components and systems consider the contextdepending parameters. Currently used
electronic device descriptions normally do
not recognize the context-depending character of the described information in a
sufficient manner.
Using the concepts explained above, an
XML description of a fieldbus component
consists of different parts. First of all, appropriate fieldbus-related syntax and semantics have to be defined. This includes
tags and attributes, their sequence, data
types, and so on. By defining these, a
dedicated content model for fieldbusrelated descriptions is created. It contains
a set of document type definitions, schemas, data type descriptions, templates,
linking definitions, and transformation

rules. By combining this information, a
namespace for fieldbus related descriptions is set up (Fig. 4). In order to achieve
a generic, fieldbus-independent content
model, the user organizations are requested to provide XML descriptions of
the fieldbus systems they are representing. Currently, there are first XML related
activities defining generic concepts like
[8], or creating XML representations and
filters for bus-specific device description
languages [9]. Furthermore, projects like
NOAH [10] provide a good starting point
for a harmonization of the descriptions.
An XML-based description consists of a
distributed set of files, which contain
specific parts of the description. They are
hosted by those elements, which are
described by the files. Typically, different
XML files are created, each of them
related to stages of the devices' and
systems' life cycles. In order to prevent
multiple definitions, the files are linked
together. This creates a consistent set of
descriptions. The users, as well as the
applications using the description, usually
don’t recognize the distributed character
of the description.
XML provides outstanding linking capabilities, including on-line embedding of
ressources and fragments of files. In
addition, extended links support attributes,
that consider a context. This way context
depending links can be defined. The link
target as well as the behaviour of the link
differ depending on the context.
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Fig. 4. A content model with structure and access methods
Although the linking principles and their
definition syntax proposed by the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is quite
stable and will shortly become a standard
[11], there are currently only a few first
implementations in parsers and tools.
However, the focus on XML in the
Internet’s development lets expect really
useful implementations very soon.
After having designed the content model,
in a second step the XML files have to be
created. Although this can be done
manually, good tool support is desired to
generate XML files from existing descriptions and specifications. Filters and translation software can be helpful here. In addition, there are some projects with an aim
of defining interfaces between generalpurpose modelling tools like the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [12] and XMLdescriptions.
The third step is the design of filtering and
formatting rules in order to generate the
desired context-depending views to the
unique XML description. This is done by
scripting and declaring style sheets. While
style sheets can be used for presentation
tasks (generating output files in text,
HTML, RTF or PDF formats), they are
also suitable for transforming "input" XML

files to resulting XML files, which may
have different structures. So an information exchange between different contexts can be achieved.
The formatting instructions and translation
specifications have to be developed once
for every context and then can be re-used
in combination with XML-files describing
other fieldbus components and devices.
Concerning web-based management concepts, HTML files can be created containing context-related data read from the
XML files. This can be done off-line or "on
the fly". Since built-in support for XML in
browsers will be enhanced more and
more, the generation "on the fly" in the
client will be more promising. However, in
order to support generic environments, it
can be useful to create the HTML files at
the server. This requires computational
power at the server, which can be guaranteed in most application scenarios. Socalled “thin clients”, in an automation and
control context, can be small HMI devices
based on Windows CE or Java, that are
designed to perform specific tasks of management or diagnosis. Such clients will
benefit from a server-based scenario,
since they are limited in computational
power. As an opposite solution, a PC or

laptop with much more operating capacity
could use a client-based implementation.
Both scenarios are supported by the description concepts explained above.
4.

Device descriptions in CANopen

In CANopen, devices and systems implement a unique communication profile. This
profile defines global and system-wide
information concerning application services, synchronization, data types and
formats, the system’s behavior, and so on.
All CANopen devices and all software
tools have to consider these definitions.
Based on the communication profile, a
number of parameters can be configured.
These parameters are assigned to a management context focusing on topology and
bus system’s operation, but not on the
application function.
In order to access CANopen devices in a
convenient way, software tools require
more information than the parameters
from the communication profile. This additional information describes parameters,
that refer to the application functionality
and the behavior of the devices. Those
parameters can be described in device
profiles, or can be vendor-specific. Although using device profiles is the preferred way, vendor-specific parameters
are often used in order to prevent opening
of particular know-how.
The additional parameters and those of
the communication profile, that are implemented in the device, are described by
two different information stores. The first
one defines a certain type of devices. This
description is called the Electronic Data
Sheet (EDS), and is unique for all devices
of the same type. It can be used by software tools to retrieve the capabilities of a
device type. EDS files can be used as
templates containing specific information
on the parameters, but usually not their
application-related values. The second
description is the Device Configuration
File (DCF), which describes a single instance of a device. It is unique for every
device within the system. DCF files rely on
EDS files, but contain values for the parameters. These values depend on the
specific configuration of a device.

The software tools for management of
CANopen systems refer to both files in
order to read out the capabilities and required configuration parameters of a device, and to store device-specific parameters. Other file are necessary to store
information on the complete system’s design. They are stored in project files with a
specific data format.
The files mentioned above describe a
CANopen system from a topological or
device-centric viewpoint. No references to
functional views are included. For example, function blocks according to
IEC 61499 [13] are not considered. These
function blocks are used in a functional
oriented management scenario. They can
be mapped to the appropriate devices.
Another information usually not considered in the descriptions, is that used for
their graphical representation in SCADA
systems or HMI devices. Of course, these
parts of the description do not only depend
on the devices, but also on the project.
However, the characteristics of the
devices have to be considered in order to
create user-friendly interfaces.
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Fig. 5. Context-depending access to a
description
Combining the information applicable in
different contexts creates a description
suitable for use in frameworks. The access to the context-specific representation
is performed via an interface (Fig. 5). This
interface encapsulates the internal structure of the information store, adds some
specific information from other sources,
and creates an appropriate view. Since
common device descriptions are not ca-

pable of implementing the interfaces without having to write specific code, universal
description methods like XML come into
the focus of the description process [14].
The interfaces are implemented by means
of style sheets, scripts and specific software tools as explained above.
5.

scription, that is linked with the instance
description. Since the file is in the same
namespace, an identical semantic meaning of the XML tags is ensured. However,
the information stored in the XML instance
files is different from the class description.
That's why the instance files have their
own structure and DTD or schema. These
files are automatically created from the
class description, when a device is instanciated. Style sheet- and script-based
transformation methods are invoked to
create the instance-related XML files. The
transformation rules are part of the content model, as described above.

XML-based management framework

Since XML allows hierarchically organized
descriptions, the basic concepts suitable
for describing a single device can also be
used to describe a complete systems. This
hierarchy shown in Fig. 6 can also be
found in the XML files. Within a general
namespace, XML files are used to define
several types of fieldbus devices. From an
object-oriented perspective, these files
describe classes of devices, with classspecific data models and management
functions. They combine information from
EDS files with information from other
contexts.

The fieldbus installation project is internally structured into groups, subgroups,
units and so on. Depending on the storage
capabilities of the devices, descriptions
may be implemented in a proxy object
anywhere in the framework, The relations
between the different files are expressed
by linking. As an opposite to the Internet,
in most cases a closed environment can
be found in automation and control
projects. This will help to reduce linking
problems that are known from the Internet.

The multiple instances of a device are
described by assigning an XML file to
each of them. This file contains the actual
parameters of the device – similar to DCF
files. Information concerning data types,
units, value limits, dependability of other
data etc. can be found in the class de-
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Fig. 6. Hierarchical description of a fieldbus project using XML
6.

XML support for the generation of
software components

The main idea of using XML descriptions
was to re-use a single definition for different tasks with different scope and context.
A very interesting problem is the development of software components, that map

the management related functionality of a
device to a user interface. Thus, the same
XML files shall be used for that tasks. This
requires filtering of the relevant data form
the XML document and specific formatting
of the results. From a methodological
view, this process does not distinguish

from the one used to create HTML files only data content and data format differ.
So it is recommended to use the same
methods as described above - style
sheets and scripts. An XML document can
be related to different style sheets, so that
only the XSL references in the XML file
has to be changed - according to the tasks
to perform and to the changing context for
using the XML description. This can easily
be done by a script.
Besides style sheets, DOM-based tools
can be used to generate resulting files.
Data can be extracted and formatted to
any output file format. This is especially
important for creating input files for the
software design process described above.
Web-based management frameworks for
fieldbusses use software components
(ActiveX-Controls or Java components) for
a mapping of the fieldbus related communication objects to web-pages. Such software components have to be developed
for every specific device. Object descriptions are used for the development. For
example, an ActiveX-control is based on a
COM object definition. This definition describes objects with specific interfaces,
properties and methods, defined using
Object Definition Language (ODL). ODL
files are text files with a specific structure
and syntax, that can be derived from an
appropriate XML file. The same approach
can be used for the creation of Java
source code, where a template can be
completed with data from XML files. Both
approaches use an unique (perhaps distributed, but consistent) XML description,
reducing inconsistencies and errors in the
software design process.
Since there are interfaces between XML
and other web-related technologies, great
new opportunities are possible for webbased management solutions. For example, databases can be easily accessed in
order to provide the data covered by XML
objects or data islands. Interactive documents can be created, containing plain
text with embedded XML elements specifying input data for interactive components.
7.

Conclusion

The use of a general-purpose modeling
language like XML provides a number of

advantages for design and application of
fieldbus components. An XML-based description allows style sheets and scripts to
be used for filtering and formatting tasks.
This description method integrates existing solutions. It represents an upcoming
standard in universal description methods,
allowing platform- and vendor-independent access to data. Tools can be created
to support the automatic generation of
different types of output files. These files
are used for creating templates, header
files and object definitions for further use
in software development. While the templates are generated for every class of
devices, the template generator has to be
implemented only once. This is an important advantage in software development.
Hierarchical descriptions with extensive
linking can be set up, so that object-oriented views can be implemented at description level. Automatic test and certification support can be derived from the
same XML data.
Specific context-related Document Type
Definitions (DTDs) can be introduced, that
contain special description rules for fieldbus related data, depending on the tasks
that have to be performed during the systems' life cycles. Combined with data type
information, fieldbus related namespaces
can be defined. These tasks should be
initiated by the fieldbus systems' user organizations. It can be expected, that similar concepts will be used for a modeling of
application functions. First steps can be
recognized using XML as a description
method and universal exchange format for
Function Blocks according to IEC 61499
[13]. This will enable a functional view to
distributed automation and control systems. In general, the errors introduced by
re-defining same objects within different
contexts, are reduced dramatically. For
the vendor, all this will help to reduce design costs. The user participates from this
cost reduction. In addition, software tools
can be created, that extensively use XML
descriptions. Although the acceptance of
XML will grow in accordance with the
growing acceptance of internet related
technology, the software tools will hide
XML from the user. He will be presented a
user interface, that partly or totally covers
XML, but without wasting its advantages.

Finally, the close relation between XML
and web-technologies offers a new quality
in web-based management solutions.
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